A comparative molecular field analysis-based approach to prediction of sulfotransferase catalytic specificity.
Understanding the catalytic function and substrate specificity of cytosolic sulfotransferases (SULTs) involved in drug metabolism is essential for predicting the metabolic outcomes of many xenobiotics. Although multiple isoforms of cytosolic SULTs have been identified and characterized in humans and other species, relatively little is known about the specific molecular interactions that govern their selectivity for substrates. The use of three-dimensional quantitative structure-activity relationship (3D-QSAR) techniques has emerged as a powerful tool for understanding the relationships among protein structure, catalytic function, and substrate specificity. We have found that a specific adaptation of a ligand-based 3D-QSAR method, comparative molecular field analysis (CoMFA), is particularly useful for prediction of the catalytic efficiencies of SULTs. This approach has been used to study the function of a prototypical rat hepatic phenol SULT and has now been extended to a member of the hydroxysteroid SULT family. Key aspects of this methodology incorporate strategies for finding the most meaningful bioactive conformation with respect to the protein structure, use of a model of an enzyme-substrate complex incorporating the mechanism of sulfuryl transfer, and the utilization of log(k(cat)/K(m)) as the parameter for correlation analysis. The success of this approach with members of two different families of cytosolic SULTs suggests that it may be of more general use in the study of other SULTs.